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balopticon:  a projector that utilizes reflected light for 
projecting the images of opaque objects

- Merriam-Webster Dictionary 

Balopticon, The Zine

Like so many other random ideas and curious names, I owe this creation 
to my brother. Rummaging through warehouses at his work, Vladimir 
discovered an ancient projector under layers of dust. Admiration of an old 
device with an arcane name sparked the idea and now we have “the zine”.
Balopticon is about projecting, sharing, images and thoughts from my ongoing 
photographic discovery and experimentation. These short weekly editions, I 
hope, are there to entertain and offer perhaps a different perspective on familiar. 



Nedjeljna ujutro je vrijeme kada je 
grad najtiši. Skoro sve stoji u tišini. 
Poneki povratnik sa provoda i tram-
vaji koji skoro neprimjetno klize kroz 
ove kulise pred početak predstave. 
Dnevna žurba i vreva nedjeljnih kupo-
vina i sastanaka samo što nije krenula 
punom snagom. St. Clair je avenija 
koja možda najbolje dočarava ovu at-
mosferu uposlenog dana, zatišje pred 
buru aktivnosti.

Sunday mornings are among the qui-
etest times of the week. There is hard-
ly any movement on the streets, only a 
glide of streetcars and tentative stum-
bles of the odd reveler finding their 
way home. Sunday morning stillness 
sets the  stage for future adventures, 
celebrations and memories. St. Clair 
West, on a Sunday morning, is a per-
fect backdrop for the day ahead. Quiet 
and still, streetcars the only move-
ment. A great time and ideal place to 
sit down fo  r a coffee 
and wait for the sun to come up, start 
thinking about the day ahead.
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